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I am absolutely delighted to bring you the 188th issue 
of Customs Journal. CJ is entering the 20th year in its 
publication. 

I am particularly honored to be assuming the role of its 
editorship – I thank my seniors for their trust in me. I 
would also like to thank my predecessor, Chief Customs 
Officer Aishath Wilny for a remarkable tenure as CJ’s 
editor, alongside quite a lot of other responsibilities. Let 
me see if I can get them accurately listed here – she was 
the Information Officer, Media Officer, Vice President of 
a tremendously active CRC. These are all in addition to 
shared responsibilities of a managerial level woman 
with a lovely family. Incredible! I wish her all the best.

The past year has been quite impressive and eventful. 
You might as well agree with me after reading the article 
on the highlights of 2019 inside. The formulation of 
Customs’ strategic plan, the distribution of long-overdue 
promotions and the capacity building agreement signed 

Editor’s Note
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with the Indian government were some of the landmark 
achievements of the year 2019.

This issue also features a couple of articles from our 
very talented writers. Ahmed Simah shares his wisdom 
in a very plausible and concise piece of advise on 
circumventing all sorts malicious noises. In another 
article Aminath Raayan picks a very important and 
relevant topic and discusses her opinions on ways to 
mitigate and manage workplace stress. 

This issue of CJ comes with a slight change in its 
publication interval. From this issue on, CJ will be 
published as a quarterly. I hope you enjoy reading the 
issue. Please feel free to let us know what you think. 

ali.waheed@customs.gov.mv
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Maldives Customs Service unveiled its strategic plan 
for the next five years on its 129th anniversary function 
held in Islamic Centre on 29th August. Customs 
Strategic Plan 2020-2024 was officially launched by our 
Minister, Minister of Defense Uz. Maria Ahmed Didi. The 
ceremony was graced by the Honorable Vice President 
of the Maldives Mr. Faisal Naseem. 

Maldives Customs is mandated to ensure laws are 
effectively enforced in activities related to cross-border 

Customs unveils 
its strategic plan 
for the next five 
years

movement. In addition to national laws and regulations, 
this also includes obligations created from international 
conventions and agreements that Maldives is party. 
The increasing volume and diversity of cross-border 
activity from increase in import and export, increase 
in passenger movement to growing e-commerce 
complicate already complex and difficult task of 
facilitating legitimate movement while placing strong 
focus on stopping illegal interactions. 

 NEWS
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As such, MCS no doubt has a major role to play in 
ensuring the socio economic agenda of the government 
is achieved. In todays’ changing environment, citizens 
are active to demand and make government institutions 
accountable to mandates entrusted on them. Relying 
on strategies that maintain the status-quo alone is no 
longer feasible. Continuous improvement to the service 
delivery methods and opening up to new business 
models has to be a priority. 

During the past five years, MCS has introduced 
considerable enhancements to the service delivery 
methods through adopting technology and automation 
as a driving enabler. Tremendous effort placed 
to streamline the processes to minimize human 
interactions across customs clearance process was 
a focus. Moving to a paperless environment and 
introduction to tablets to replace paper copies, for 
physical inspectors by itself is one of the first in the 
world. Similarly, enhancements in enforcement controls 
are noteworthy. Introduction of red and green channel 
and body scanning facility at passenger clearance are 
some milestones achieved. The increase in productive 
achieved as a result. In spite of these achievements, it is 
evident more needs to be done. The changing external 
environment demand change. 

The strategic plan 2020-2024 is focused on five 
priority areas that will advance MCS to accomplish the 
said mission. To reach the goals and better fulfil daily 
tasks, MCS must improve existing capabilities, develop 
new ones for the changing operational environment, 
and adapt processes to better organize, train, equip 
and sustain the functions. The total of 28 strategic 
initiatives laid out in this plan addresses key challenges 
and opportunities, which will guide where MCS should 
focus its resources. The total of 117 milestones and 
outcomes specifically laid out must be achieved 
during the fiver-year term, while it is acknowledged the 
unforeseen developments and changing requirements 
will call for continuous reassessment and reorientation 
of the action matrix. 

CUSTOMS JOURNAL JANUARY 2020

“Relying on strategies that maintain 
the status-quo alone is no longer 
feasible. Continuous improvement 
to the service delivery methods and 
opening up to new business models has 
to be a priority.” 

Photo credit: presidencymaldives.gov.mv
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A trusted and leading customs administration

Human Capital 
Management

Organization
Strengthening

Facilitation and 
Risk 

Management

Border Security 
and 

Enforcement

Partnership and 
Coordination

Safeguard national border and facilitate legitimate cross 
border movement through service excellence and innovation 

to enhance soio-economic prosperity

VISION

MISSION

We remain true and uphold strong 
ethical principles while performing our 

duty with steadfast loyalty, without 
compromising our values

We persevere as a loyal and 
hardworking team with a positive 

attitude, dedicated to achieve 
organizational goals  

We seek pride in a unified workforce 
demonstrating competence and 

wisdom to deliver high quality 
impartial service

INTEGRITY COMMITMENT PROFESSIONALISM 

OUR VALUES

FOCUS AREAS
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We seek to promote creative ideas for 
service excellence and progressive 

customs strengthening and 
modernization

We serve with devoted attentiveness 
and alertness to respond swiftly to 
any challenges or potential threats

We produce excellent results from 
strong teamwork - collaborating and 
valuing our colleagues, stakeholders 

and international partners

INNOVATION VIGILANCE TEAM SPIRIT
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Commissioner General’s official remarks at 129th 
Anniversary Function:

CG calls on all officers 
to remain true to their 
oath

 NEWS
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Commissioner General of Customs Ahmed Numan 
urged all officers to remain true to their oath and to 
maintain utmost integrity at all times. He made this 
appeal during the official remarks given at the official 
function held to mark the 129th anniversary of Customs. 
The function was held on the evening of 29th August 
2019 at the Islamic Centre. 

Addressing the function aired live on national TV and 
chaired by the Vice President of the Maldives Mr. Faisal 
Naseem, Commissioner General shed light on the long 

history of this organization providing an account of the 
major obstacles this service had successfully survived 
through for us to be able to celebrate this service as one 
of the most prestigeous state institutions in the country. 

Providing an official statement on the achievements 
of the past year as well as the aspirations for the near 
and far future, Mr. Numan hailed the tremendous 
achievements in the enforcement front, particularly 
citing that over 32,000 grams of narcotic drugs had 
been seized the past year. He congratulated all officers 
working especially in the frontiers for their sharp 
judgement and determination. 

Mr. Numan also highlighted the major accomplishments 
achieved so far under his leadership. He said that 
the first priority of him had been conducting an 
organization-wide assessment to identify areas that 
require immediate attention so as to pave way for 
establishing a modern state entity firmly grounded on 
the principles of good governance and transparency. 

He said that a short term targets were then formulated 
to be achieved by the end of the first quarter. “I am proud 
to announce that we were able to achieve 90% of the 24 
targets set in 6 areas. I am confident the remaining 10 
per cent, largely attributable to external factors, will be 
achieved in the coming days”, said Mr. Numan. 

The most significant item on the evening’s agenda 
was the unveiling of the strategic plan 2020-2024. 
Sheding light on the formulation process of the plan, 
Commissioner General expressed his satisfaction on 
the extraordinary commitment put in by virtually all 
organs of the organization across all levels. “I am proud 
to be telling you that this plan was formulated after a 
thorough and exhausting rounds of brainstormings, 
document reviews and stakeholder consultations lead 
by an overwhelmingly large pool of talented, commited 
and devoted officers”, said Commissioner General.

Mr. Numan thanked Vice President Mr. Faisal Naseem 
and Minister of Defense Uz. Mariya Ahmed Didi for 
gracing the occasion. 
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One attribute that is so characteristically Customs is the strong propensity for continuous i nnovation and modernization. 
Motivated by the strong demands and expectations coming from the trading community, we are constantly driven to 
bringing pace and simplicity in our processes. This article summarizes the major accomplishments of the year 2019. 

2019 Highlights:
Substantial milestones achieved in 
the quest for professional service

 NEWS

Photo credit: presidencymaldives.gov.mv
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On his appointment as the Commissioner General of 
Customs in mid-December, Mr. Ahmed Numan promptly 
launched an organization-wide effort to identify current 
status in various departments and functions so as to 
help draw a roadmap for tactful action. Concurrently 
with the organizational diagnostics, a series of activities 
were identified and publicly announced as 2019 first 
quarter targets under the slogan “Khidhumathugai 
Kuriah”. Twenty-four activities on six major focus areas 
were included in the first quarter list. 

Previously, parties claiming for refund had to submit 
a physical form and that was understanbly not 
very conducive for competitive business. With the 
automation of refund process, importers and customs 
brokers can now apply for, view and  manage refund 
application online, using the customs portal. 

Plastic waste has been a key environmental problem 
in the Maldives, particularly in view of the damage it 
causes to the marine life. In solidarity with the nation-
wide efforts to minimize plastic consumption and 
encourage environmentally-friendly alternatives, 
customs officially banned single-use plastic in 
customs premises. 

Customs signed a memorandum of understanding 
with the National Academy of Narcotics and Indirect 
Taxes (NACIN), India, on providing training and 
development opportunities for customs staff. NACIN is 
the leading institution in India that specializes in building 
professionals in the area of customs and taxation. 

Customs implemented Global Travel Assessment 
System (GTAS) in June. GTAS is a tool developed by 
World Customs Organization (WCO) that allows access 
to key details about in-bound passengers prior to their 
arrival. The system would significantly contribute in the 
profiling of high-risk passengers thereby increasing 
the probability of successful interception of illegal 
contraband.  

The new strategic plan that would take us to “a trusted 
and leading customs administration” at the end of the 
next five years was unveiled on 29th August, at the 
function held to mark customs’ 129the anniversary. 

Maldives Customs Service signed an MoU with the 
International Police Organization (Interpol) which 
allows exchange of crucial information relating to 
cross-border criminal  activities. This would serve as a 
major breakthrough and significantly enhance customs’ 
intelligence and investigation capacities. 

Customs introduced advance ruling on classification, 
duty rates and origin on November. The key objective 
of advance ruling is to provide decisions on the 
classification, origin of commodities prior to their 
importation or exportation, thus adding certainty and 
predictability and helping traders to make informed 
business decisions based on legally binding rulings.
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The certification ceremony of Professional Development 
Course was held in July 2019. In the official graduation 
held on the 9th of July, certificates were distributed 
to the participants by the chief guest, Commissioner 
General of Customs Ahmed Numan. The ceremony 
was attended by former Heads of Customs,  Principal 
Collector of Customs (retired) Ibrahim Rashad and 
Commissioner General of Customs (retired) Ibrahim 
Shareef Mohamed. 21 officers completed the program 
and were subsequently awarded certificate of 
completion. 

Professional Development Course

Major sucess in the executive 
upskilling

Professional Development Program was especially 
designed for those officers already in the supervisory 
and managerial positions but with limited formal 
educational background. The program was tailored in a 
way that officers already rich in work related experience 
acquired over a spanning customs career, were given a 
useful opportunity to related and align their experience 
with the mainstream theoretical frameworks. 

Professional Development Program was a full-time, 
in-service training program that qualifies existing 

 NEWS
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managers to confidently assume leadership and 
management roles in today’s internationally connected 
Customs. this course is designed to provide senior 
officers with contemporary theories and best practices 
related to trade facilitation and border enforcement as 
well as managing people and resources. This course 
is expected to serve as a useful foundation for the 
participants to advance their academic progression. 

The course was developed by Centre for Customs and 
Excise Studies of Customs Academy. It contained six 
modules, namely:

Module 1: Introduction to Customs and Customs 
Law

Module 2: Trade facilitation

Module 3: Border enforcement

Module 4: International Conventions and WCO 
instruments

Module 5: Leadership and Management, and

Module 6: Management Information

Professional Development Program was hailed as a 
success by all stakeholders invoved in the program. 
Participants expressed their gratitude for having been 
given a unique experience to share their knowledge 
and experience and collectively advance their capacity 
to accomodate the fast changing attributes in both 
internal and external environment. 

Another speciality of this program was the fact that 
key speakers in the country delivered presentations, 
including famous academician and former cabinet 
member Dr. Mahmood Shougee, decorated statesman 
Mr. Ibrahim Rashad, to name a few. 

CUSTOMS JOURNAL JANUARY 2019
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The total CIF value of goods imports imported during 
the year 2019 dropped by 2% when compared to 2018. 
Goods worth MVR 44.5 billion were imported in 2018, 
approximately a billion less than 2019’s 45.6 billion. 

The total FOB value of goods exported during the year 
2019 also fell considerably compared to 2018 statistics.  
Over MVR 2.8 billion worth goods were exported in 
2018. This value dropped to MVR 2.4 billioin last year. 

2019 Statistics

Duty revenue increases 
despite fall in imports

Despite the fall in both imports and exports, revenue 
generated through customs duty increased by 8 per 
cent in 2019 compared to that of the previous year. 
Customs collected a total of MVR 3.52 billion in 2019 as  
customs duty and other fees, while the total it generated 
in 2018 was MVR 3.26 billion. This paradoxical changes 
are largely due to the fact that there had been a 
significant boost in the volume of goods imported for 
major developmental projects and hence duty-waived. 

TRADE STATISTICS
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Statistics for the year 2019 show an impressive growth 
in trade activities in regional ports in terms of the number 
of consignments processed. Shipments processed 
in Kulhudhuffushi City and Addu City Hithadhoo ports 
increased by 45% on average in 2019 when compared 
to 2018. 

Hithadhoo Regional Port processed 1388 declarations 
in 2019 while number of declarations completed in 
2018 was 890. This is a 56% increase. Likewise a total 
of 567 declarations were completed in Kulhudhuffushi 
port, which is 36% more than that of the previous year 
(418 in 2018).

Number of shipments processed in the Male area (Male 
Sea port and Air cargo combined) also showed a 8 % 
increase in 2019 compared to 2018. A total of 212538 
declarations were processed in 2018, while this figure 
rose to 229896 declarations in 2019. 

Looking at the direction of trade, western giants 
dominated the export country list in 2019, although 
Thailand, the sole asian country in the top five, topped 
the list. Thailand (875m), Germany (287m), France 
(231m), United States (214m), and Great Britain (174m) 
were the top most exported countries in 2019. 

Over 60 per cent of goods were imported from only five 
countries, namely: United Arab Emirates (8.3b), China 
(7.3b), Singapore (5.5b), India (4.5b) and Malaysia (2.9b). 

IMPORTS EXPORTS DUTY

44.5 2.42 3.52
Billion Billion Billion

2% 13% 8%
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Social isolation, inflexible working hours and peer 
pressure can lead to metal disorders such as, mood 
disorders, anxiety disorders and schizophrenia. While 
these are some of the most common mental disorders, 
there are nearly 300 mental disorders mentioned in the 
“Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders”.  

It is a well-known fact that, majority of the population 
pays more attention to their physical health that they 
tend to forget to acknowledge their mental health. This 
has led to many suicidal cases and many suffering with 
disorders such as depression and eating disorders. 

The topic “Mental Illness” should not be taken lightly. 
The meaning behind these two words are significant 
beyond what we can think off. It is a disease that is as 
deadly as influenza and plagues and can only become 
worse if neglected.

People with mental illness often believe that there is no 
cure to it. However, there are so many ways in which 

STAY 
SANE 
AT WORK 

Aminath Raayan
Assistant Customs Officer

you can help yourself as well as other people around 
you who similarly go through mental illness. Having a 
positive mindset, reaching out to friends and family or 
others who have gone through it are just one of them. 

If the working environment is neglected and is a letdown, 
it is very likely that, you will feel negativity, which can 
lead to stress. Nevertheless, using techniques such as 
short visualizations and meditations can help relieve 
stress. 

Assistant Professor Jessica Gall Myrick from Indiana 
University Media School did a research on the 
motivation behind the streaming love of online felines. 
The study suggests that watching cat videos can lower 
your stress and makes you happy. 

It is also vital to let it be known that you want to be positive 
and do your job peacefully. However, as the New York 
Times Best Selling Author, Mark Manson quoted, “the 
desire for more positive experience is itself a negative 

FEATURE
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experience. And paradoxically, the acceptance of one’s 
negative experience is itself a positive experience”, so it 
is very significant to be able to know the difference.

Taking short breaks while at work is important to 
allow your mind some rest. People often think that 
taking breaks at working hours does not help them 
move forward with their work. However, giving time for 
yourself, going to coffee breaks and conversing with 
your friends is actually very important for both your 
physical and mental health. Studies have shown that 
taking a short 30 minutes’ nap during work can increase 
work efficiency and some businesses have even started 
implementing this technique, showing clear results.

At your work place, you will come across with people 
who have different kinds of personalities. They can be 
either an optimist, a pessimist or a realist. The people 
you engage with has a very high impact on your frame 
of mind. To turn your negative office atmosphere into 
a positive one, it is very important that you associate 

with the right people. Engaging in the office gossip 
can be fun, but constantly doing it can cause some 
unwanted problems. Therefore, choosing to associate 
with positive minded people, learning from them and 
spending most of your time socializing with them can 
lead to positivity. It does not only help remove negative 
influence from your workplace, but also increases your 
knowledge capacity and your creativeness.

It is a known fact that, people are so used to negative 
workplace that, stress and negativity has become 
their norm. They think that a cure for this is near to 
impossible to find. However, this should not be the case. 
Nobody deserves to work in a toxic environment, but 
fortunately there are ways that you can contend with 
such an environment.

“the desire for more positive experience 
is itself a negative experience. And 

paradoxically, the acceptance of one’s 
negative experience is itself a positive 

experience”
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އިތުރުވަމުންދާ އިގްތިސާދީ ހަރަކާތްތަކާއި 
ސަރަޙައްދީ ކަސްޓަމްސްތައް 

މާީލދްީނ 1890 ަވަނައަހުރ ުޖަލިއަމުހ 18 ަވަނުދަވުހ، ަބްނޑަާރ 

ިފާހާރަގިއ، ދިވިެހާރއްޖަެއްށ ެއެތެރ ުކާރ ުމަދުލްނ ިއމޯްޕޓް ިޑުއޓީ 

ަނަގްނފުެށެނވެ. ޭއުރގެ ަނުމްނަނަމ ަމުޢޫމލް ަނަގްނފުެށާމިއެއުކ 

ދިވިެހާރއްޖަޭގިއ ަކްސަޓމްްސގެ ިޚުދަމތް ަވނީ ފިެށަފެއވެ.

ދިވިެހާރއްޖޭގެ ުފުދްނެތިރަކްނ ިއުތުރަވުމްނދުިއާމިއ ައދި ާރއްޖަެއްށ 

ައްނަނުމްނާދ ިއޤިްތާޞދީ ިއޖިްތާމޢީ ައދި ުއމާްރނީ ުކިރެއުރާމިއ 

ެއުކ ަކްސަޓމްްސ ިޚުދަމތް ވުޭތވެދަިޔ 127 ައަހުރގެ ެތޭރަގިއަވނީ 

ަވަރްށ ޮބޑްަށ ުފާޅވެގްެނ ޮގްސަފެއވެ. ާރއްޖަެއކީ ިއމޯްޕޓް ުމަދާލިއ 

ަފުތުރވިެރަކަމްށ ަބޯރާސވަެފިއާވ ަޤުއެމއަްކުމްނ ާރއްޖެ ެއެތެރުކެރވޭ 

ުމަދާލިއ، ާރއްޖަެއްށ ިޒާޔަރތުްކާރ ަފާރތަްތުކްނ ާރއްޖެ ެއެތެރަވނީ 

ާޤޫނާނިއ ަގާވިއުދަތާކިއ ެއތޮްގތާްވޮގުތގެ ަމތްީނަކްނ ަޔޤްީނުކުރުމގެ 

ޮބޑު ިޒްނާމ ަކްސަޓމްްސ ިއްނ ގްެނަދނީ ައާދުކަރުމްނެނވެ. ިމިޒްނާމ 

ުފިރަހަމޮގުތަގިއ ައާދުކުރަމްށަޓަކިއ ާރއްޖޭގެ ވިެރަރްށ ާމެލާއިއ ާމެލ 

ަސަރަޙއުްދަގިއ ާޤިއުމޮކްށަފިއާވ ަކްސަޓމްްސ ޮއފްީސަތުކގެ ިއުތުރްނ 

ާރއްޖޭގެ ެއިކ ަކްނޮކުޅަތުކަގިއ ަކްސަޓމްްސގެ ަމުރަކުޒަތއް ަވނީ 

ާޤިއުމުކެރިވަފެއވެ. ިމޮގުތްނ ާރއްޖޭގެ ެއްނެމ ުއުތުރްނ ފިެށގްެނ ެއްނެމ 

ެދުކާނިއ ަހަމައްށ 8 ަސަރަޙއްދީ ޮއފްީސ ާޤިއުމުކެރިވ ުޖުމަލ 96 

ުމަވއަްޒުފްނ ިމައުދ ިމޮއފްީސަތުކަގިއ ިޚުދަމތް ެދުމްނ ެދެއވެ. ިމޮގުތްނ 

FEATURE
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ާޤިއުމޮކްށަފިއާވ ޮއފްީސަތަކކީ ހއ.ުއިލަގްނ ަކްސަޓމްްސ، ހދ.ުކުޅުދއުްފިށ 

ަކްސަޓމްްސ، ހދ. ަހިނާމޫދ ަކްސަޓމްްސ، ކ.ުތުލްސޫދ ަކްސަޓމްްސ، 

ލ.ަގްނ ަކްސަޓމްްސ، ގއ.ިވިލނިގިލ ަކްސަޓމްްސ، ލ.ަގްނ ަކްސަޓމްްސ، 

ސ.ިހަތޫދ ަކްސަޓމްްސ ައދި ސ.ަގްނ ަކްސަޓމްްސ ެއވެ. 

ާރއްޖަޭގިއ ެއްނެމ ުފަރަތަމ ާޤިއުމުކެރުވުނ ަކްސަޓމްްސގެ ަސަރަޙއްދީ 

ޮއފަީހކީ ސ.ަގްނ ަކްސަޓމްްސ ޮއފެީހެއވެ. 1 ޮއކޯްޓަބުރ 1981 ަގިއ 

ިޚުދަމތޭްދްނ ފިެށ ސ.ަގްނ ަކްސަޓމްްސ ގެ ެއިއުރގެ ަމިއަގނޑު 

ަމަސއަްކަތކީ ެއުދަވްސަވުރ ސ.ަގުމަގިއ ިހްނަގުމްނ ދަިޔ ާގެމްނޓް 

ފެކޮްޓރަީތުކްނ ާގެމްނޓް ެއކްްސޯޕޓުްކުރަމްށ ަމުގަފިހޮކްށދުިނެމވެ. 

ަނަމވްެސ ިމައުދ ސ.ަގްނ ަކްސަޓމްްސ ައކީ ައއްޑޫ ިއްނަޓޭނަޝަނލް 

ެއައރޯޕަޓްށ ަޖއާްސ ަބިއަނލަްއޤާްވމީ ުފަލިއޓަްތަކާށިއ، ެއަބނަދުރްނ 

ައްނަނ ައދި ުފާރ މުީހްނާނިއ،  ައދި ެއަބނަދުރްނ ިއމޯްޕޓް 

ެއކްްސޯޕޓުްކާރ ުމަދާލިއ ުގޅޭ ަކްސަޓމްްސގެ ިޒްނާމަތއް ައާދުކަރުމްނާދ 

ޮއފެީހވެ. މީގެ ިއުތުރްނ ޯޕްސޓްގެ ަޒރާީއިއްނ ާރއްޖްޭނ ޭބުރްނ ައއްޑޫ 

ައްށ ގްެނަނ ާޕުރަސުލޫދުކުރުމގެ ިޚުދަމތްވްެސ ިމޮއފުީހްނ ެދެއވެ. 

2017 ަވަނ ައަހުރ ައއްޑޫ ިއްނަޓޭނަޝަނލް ެއައރޯޕަޓްށ ޖެއިްސ 256  

ފަްލިއަޓާށިއ، ެއފަްލިއޓަްތުކްނ ެއެތެރިވ 13232 ަފިސްނަޖުރްނަންށ 

ސ.ަގްނ ަކްސަޓމްްސ ިއްނ ަވނީ ިޚުދަމތް ޯފުރޮކްށދަީފެއވެ.  

Photo credit: port.mv
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ައއްޑޫ ިއްނަޓޭނަޝަނލް ެއައރޯޕޓްގެ ިއުތުރްނ ާރއްޖަޭގިއ ާޤިއުމޮކްށަފިއާވ 

ަސަރަޙއްދީ ަބިއަނލަްއޤާްވމީ ެއައރޯޕޓަްކުމަގިއާވ ހދ.ަހިނާމޫދ 

ިއްނަޓޭނަޝަނލް ެއައރޯޕުޓަގިއ ަކްސަޓމްްސގެ ިޚުދަމތަްތްށ 

ދުިނަމްށަޓަކިއ 2013 ަވަނ ައަހުރ ހދ.ަހިނާމޫދ ަކްސަޓމްްސ ަވނީ 

ާޤިއުމޮކްށަފެއވެ. 2 ފެބުްރަވރީ 2013 ަގިއ ިޚުދަމތޭްދްނ ފިެށ ިމޮއފުީހްނ 

2017 ަވަނ ައަހުރ ހދ.ަހިނާމޫދ ިއްނަޓޭނަޝަނލް ެއައރޯޕަޓްށ ޖެއިްސ 

50 ފަްލިއަޓާށިއ، ެއފަްލިއޓަްތުކްނ ެއެތެރިވ 2915 ަފިސްނަޖުރްނަންށ 

ިޚުދަމތް ޯފުރޮކްށދަީފިއ ވެެއވެ. 

ިއޤިްތާޞދީ ަހަރާކތަްތއް ާރއްޖޭގެ ަކްނޮކުޅަތަކްށ ފުެތިރގްެނ ދުިއާމިއ 

ާމޭލ ަބނަދުރގެ ޮތއްޖުެހްނ ުކޑުަކުރުމގެ ަމޤަްޞުދަގިއ ާރއްޖޭގެ ުއުތުރްނ 

ހދ.ުކުޅުދއުްފށަީގިއ ައދި ެދުކުންނ ސ.ިހަތޫދަގިއ ަބިއަނލަްއޤާްވމީ 2 

ަކނޑުގެ ަބނަދުރ ަސުރާކުރްނަވނީ 2005 ަވަނ ައަހުރ ާޤިއުމޮކްށަފެއވެ. 

ިމަބނަދުރަތަކްށ ައްނަނ ައދި ުފާރ ޯބޓަްފަހަރާށިއ، ިމަބނަދުރަތުކްނ 

ެއެތެރ ައދި ޭބުރުކާރ ުމަދާލިއ ުގޅޭ ަކްސަޓމްްސގެ ިއުޖާރުތަތއް 

ުފިރަހަމޮކްށ، ިއމޯްޕޓް ިޑުއޓީ ެނުގުމގެ ޭބުނުމަގިއ ހދ.ުކުޅުދއުްފށީ 

ަކްސަޓމްްސ ައދި ސ.ިހަތޫދ ަކްސަޓމްްސ ާޤިއުމޮކްށ ިޑެސްނަބުރ 2005 

ަގިއ ަވނީ ިޚުދަމތް ޭދްނަފާށަފެއވެ. ސ.ިހަތޫދ ަކްސޓްމްްސ ިއްނ 2017 

ަވަނ ައަހުރ 31 ުއޅަނަދްށ ިއްނާވޑް ުކިލައެރްންސ ައދި 41 ުއޅަނަދްށ 

ައުއޓާްވޑް ުކިލައެރްންސ ދަީފިއާވިއުރ، ިމުމއަްދުތަގިއ ހދ.ުކުޅުދއުްފށީ 

ަކްސަޓމްްސ ިއްނ 164 ުއޅަނަދްށ ިއްނާވޑް ުކިލައެރްންސ ައދި 144 

ުއޅަނަދްށ ައުއޓާްވޑް ުކިލައެރްންސ ދަީފިއވެެއވެ. 

ދިވިެހާރއްޖޭގެ ުއުތުރްނ ާރއްޖަެއްށ ަވްނަނ ުއޅަނުދަފަހުރ، ާޚއަްސޮކްށ 

ޫޓިރްސޓް ުއޅަނުދަފަހަރްށ ިއްނާވޑު ައދި ައުއޓާްވޑް ުކިލައެރްންސ 

ދުިނާމިއ، ެއުއޅަނުދަފަހާރިއ ުގޅޭ ަކްސަޓމްްސގެ ިއޖާްރުތަތއް 

ުފިރަހަމޮކްށދުިނުމގެ ޭބުނުމަގިއ ހއ. ުއިލަގުމ ަކްސަޓމްްސ ާޤިއުމޮކްށ 22 

ެސޕެްޓމަްބުރ 1997 ަވނީ ިޚުދަމތް ޭދްނަފާށަފެއވެ. ުއިލަގުމ ަކްސަޓމްްސ 

ިއްނ 2017 ަވަނ ައަހުރ 33 ުއޅަނަދްށ ިއްނާވޑުްކިލައެރްންސ ައދި 

14 ުއޅަނަދްށ ައުއޓާްވޑް ުކިލައެރްންސ ދަީފިއވެެއވެ.

ދިވިެހާރއްޖަެއްށ ޫޓިރަޒމްގެ ަނާފ ިލެބްނފުެށުމގެ ުކިރްނ ާރއްޖޭގެ 

ެއްނެމ ޮބޑު ިއޤިްތާޞދީ ަހަރާކަތކީ ަމްސވިެރަކެމވެ. ައދި ިމައުދވްެސ 

ާރއްޖޭގެ ެއކްްސޯޕޓް ަމިއަގޑޮުގެތއަްގިއ ިބާނވަެފިއަވނީ ަމްސވިެރަކުމގެ 

ިސާނަޢުތގެ ުއފްެނުދްނަތުކގެ ަމއަްޗެށވެ. ިމޮގުތްނ ަމްސވިެރަކުމގެ 

ުއފެއުްދްނަތއް ެއކްްސޯޕޓް ުކުރުމގެ ަމުގ ވާީހވްެސ ުލިއަފޭސަހުކުރުމގެ 

ޮގުތްނ ކ.ުތުލްސޫދ ަކްސަޓމްްސގެ ިޚުދަމތް 30 ުޖަލިއ 1992 ަގިއ ަވނީ 

ފިެށަފެއވެ. 25 ިޑެސްނަބުރ 2006 ަގިއ ާޤިއުމުކެރުވުނ ގއ. ިވިލނިގިލ 

ަކްސަޓމްްސ ިއްނާނިއ 3 ެސޕެްޓމަްބުރ 1990 ަގިއ ިޚުދަމތޭްދްނފިެށ 

ލ.ަގްނ ަކްސަޓމްްސގެ ވްެސ ިމާހުރގެ ަމިއަގނޑު ަމަސއަްކަތކީ ުއުތުރގެ 

ައޮތުޅަތުކްނ ެއކްްސޯޕޓުްކާރ ަމުހގެ ާބަވތަްތާކިއ ުގޅޭ ަކްސަޓމްްސގެ 

ިއުޖާރުތަތއް ުފިރަހަމޮކްށދުިނާމިއ، ެއަސަރަޙއުްދަގިއ ިހްނާގ ެއިކެއިކ 

ޕޮްރޖެކްޓަްތަކްށ ގްެނާދ ުމާދ ުކިލައރޮކްށދުިނުމގެ ަމަސއަްކެތވެ. މީގެ 

ިއުތުރްނ ގއ.ިވިލނިގލީ ަކްސޓްމްްސ ިއްނ 2017 ަވަނ ައަހުރ 23 

ުއޅަނަދްށ ިއްނާވޑް ުކިލައެރްންސ ައދި 29 ުއޅަނަދްށ ައުއޓާްވޑް 

ުކިލައެރްންސ ދަީފިއވެެއވެ.  

ާރއްޖޭގެ ިއޤިްތާޞދީ ަހަރާކތަްތއް ުފާޅވެ، ާރއްޖޭގެ ަކްނޮކުޅަތުކަގިއ 

ުކިރައްށާދ ިރޯސޓް ޕޮްރޖެކްޓަްތަކާށިއ، ަސުރާކުރްނ ަރއިްޔުތްނަންށ 

ައާސީސ ިޚުދަމތަްތއް ޯފުރޮކްށދުިނަމާށިއ، ިއޖިްތާމޢީ ުއމާްރނީ 

ަތަރއްޤަީއްށ ަރްށަރުށަގިއ ިހްނާގ ަނުރަދާމ ާޤިއުމުކުރާމިއ ާސުފފްެނ 

ިލޭބެނ ިއްނިތާޒުމ ާޤިއުމުކުރުމގެ ޕޮްރޖެކްޓަްތާކިއ، ަބނަދުރ ެހުދާމިއ، 
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ިބްނިހއުްކާމިއ ެއައރޯޕޓް ެއުޅްނަފަދ ިބަޔ ަމްޝޫރުޢަތަކްށ ގްެނަނ ުމާދ 

ީސާދ ެއަމްޝޫރެޢއް ިހނަގުމްނާދ ަތަނަކްށ ޭބުލަމްށ ަމުގަފިހުކުރުމަގިއ 

ަސަރަޙއްދީ ަކްސަޓމްްސަތުކގެ ަދުއުރ ަވަރްށ ޮބޑެވެ. ިމޮގުތްނ 2017 

ަގިއ ހދ.ުކުޅުދއުްފިށ ަކްސަޓމްްސ ިއްނ 36 ަފަހުރ، ސ.ިހަތޫދ 

ަކްސަޓމްްސ ިއްނ 12 ަފަހުރ، ގއ. ިވިލނިގިލ ަކްސަޓމްްސ ިއްނ 23 

ަފަހުރ، ލ.ަގްނ ަކްސަޓމްްސ ިއްނ 17 ަފަހުރ ޮއިފަސުރްނ ޮފުނަވިއގްެނ 

ެއިކެއިކ ަމްޝޫރުޢަތަކްށ ެއެތެރުކާރ ުމަދަލްށ ޮއފޯްޝ ެއގަްޒިމޭނަޝްނ 

ިޚުދަމތް ދަީފިއވެެއވެ.

ިވަޔާފިރާއިއ ަދުތުރަފުތަރްށ ަފިހ ުލިއަފޭސަހ ާމަޙުއެލއް ާޤިއމޮްކްށދުިނުމގެ 

ިއުތުރްނ ަމްސުތާވަތކެއާްޗިއ ައދި ާރއްޖެ ެއެތެރުކުރްނ ަމާނ ަތކިެތ 

ެއެތެރުވްނ ުހއުްޓުވަމކީ ަކްސަޓމްްސ ަމިއަގނޑު ަލނޑަުދިޑެއވެ. ިމ 

ަލނޑަުދިޑ ާޙިޞުލުކުރުމަގިއ ަސަރަޙއްދީ ަކްސަޓމްްސ ޮއފްީސަތުކްނވްެސ 

ަވނީ ާފަހަގޮކްށެލވޭ ާކމާީޔީބަތކެއް ޯހާދަފެއވެ. ިމޮގުތްނ 2016 ިއްނ 

ފިެށގްެނ ިމައާދަހަމަޔްށ 6 ަމއަްސަލެއއަްގިއ 10 ިކޯލގެ ަމްސުތާވަތކިެތ 

ަވނީ ައުތަލިއގްެނަފެއވެ. މީގެެތޭރަގިއ ިހެމެނނީ ަކނޑަުމުގްނ 

ަމަސުތާވަތކިެތ ެއެތެރުކަރްނ ުއުޅުނ 2 ަމއަްސަލައާކިއ، ަވިއގެ ަމުގްނ  

ަމްސުތާވަތކިެތ ެއެތެރުކަރްނ ުއުޅުނ 1 ަމއަްސަލައާކިއ ޯޕްސޓްގެ 

ަޒރާީޢިއްނ ަމަސުތާވަތކިެތ ެއެތެރުކަރްނ ުއުޅުނ 3 ަމއަްސަލެއކެވެ.

ަތާފްސިހާސަބްށ ަބާލާލިއުރ، 2017 ަވަނ ައަހުރ ަސަރަޙއްދީ 

ަކްސަޓމްްސ ޮއފްީސަތުކްނ ުކިލައރުކިރ  575.89 ިމިލައްނ ުރިފާޔގެ 

ައުގުހިރ ުމަދުލްނ ިއމޯްޕޓް ިޑުއޓީގެ ޮގުތަގިއ 149.60 ިމިލައްނ ުރިފާޔ 

ަދުއަލުތގެ ާއމަްދނަީއްށ ިލިބަފިއވެެއވެ. 

ާރއްޖޭގެ ަކްނޮކުޅަތުކަގިއ ިއޤިްތާޞދީ ަހަރާކތަްތއް ިއުތުރޮކްށ، 

ަސަރަޙއްދީ ަބނަދުރަތުކްނ ުކިލައރުކާރ ުމަދުލގެ ިމްނަވުރ ިއުތުރުކުރުމގެ 

ަމޤަްޞުދަގިއ ހދ.ަހިނާމޫދ ިއްނަޓޭނަޝަނލް ެއައރޯޕޓް، ހދ.ުކުޅުދއުްފށީ 

ރަީޖަނލް ޯޕޓް، ސ.ިހަތޫދ ރަީޖަނލް ޯޕުޓ ައދި ައއްޑޫ ިއްނަޓޭނަޝަނލް 

ެއައރޯޕުޓްނ ެއެތެރޮކްށ، ެއަތްނަތުނަގިއ ާޤިއުމޮކްށަފިއާވ ަކްސަޓމްްސ 

ޮއފްީސަތުކްނ ިލެޔިކުޔްނަތއް ިންނާމ ުކިލައރ ުކާރ ުމަދުލގެ ިޑުއޓްީނ 

30 ިއްނަސއަްތ ާމުފުކާރޮގަތްށ 2010 ަވަނ ައަހުރ ަސުރާކުރްނ 

ަހަމޖެއެްސުވާމިއ ުގިޅގްެނ، ިމަބނަދުތަތުކްނ ެއެތެރުކާރ ުމަދުލގެ 

ިމްނަވުރ ިއުތުރވެގްެނ ޮގްސަފިއާވަކްނ ަވނީ ާފަހަގުކެރިވަފެއވެ. ާރއްޖަެއްށ 

ިއމޯްޕޓުްކާރ ަމުދ ާބަވތަްތަކުކްނ ިފަޔާވ ިމިޑުއޓީ ާމުފ ިއާނަޔތް 

ިލޭބޮގަތްށ ަސުރާކުރްނ  ަހަމަޖއަްސާވަފިއ ުވާމެއުކ ިމައޮތުޅަތުކގެ 

ިވަޔާފިރވިެރްނަނާށިއ ަރއިްޔުތްނަންށ ެއަކުމގެ ަފިއާދުކަރުމްނާދަތްނ 

ަދނީ ފްެނަނުމްނެނވެ.

ަކްސަޓްސގެ ަމަސއަްކތަްތއް ިމައުދ ައާމުޒުކެރިވަފިއަވނީ ދިވިެހާރއްޖޭގެ 

ޮދޯރިށަތއް ެބެލެހއުްޓުމަގިއ ަސއަްޙ ޮގުތަގިއ ުކެރވޭ ިވަޔާފިރާއިއ 

ަދުތުރަފުތަރްށ ަފިހ ުލިއަފޭސަހ ާމަޙުއެލއް ާޤިއމޮްކްށދީގްެނ ދިވިެހާރއްޖޭގެ 

ިއޖިްތާމޢީ ައދި ިއޤިްތާޞދީ ުދޅެަހޮޔަކްނ ެދެމެހއޭްޓެނޮގުތގެ ަމިތްނ، 

ެތުދވިެރަކާމިއ ައާމާނތެްތިރަކާމެއުކ ާޤޫނާނިއ ަޤާވިޢުދަތއް ެއްނެމ ުފިރަހަމ 

ޮގުތަގިއ ަތްނފުީޒޮކްށ، ަމްސުތާވަތކެއާްޗިއ ައދި ާރއްޖެ ެއެތެރުކުރްނ 

ަމާނ ަތކިެތ ެއެތެރުވުމްނާނިއ، ެއެހިނެހްނ ާޤޫނާނިއ ަޤާވިޢާދ ިޚާލުފ 

ަހަރާކތަްތުކްނ ދިވިެހާރއްޖޭގެ ޮދޯރިށަތއް ިޙާމަޔތޮްކްށ ަރއާްކެތިރުކުރަމްށ 

ަކަމްށާވިއުރ، ިމައާމަޒްށ ާވިސުލުވަމްށަޓަކިއ ަކްސަޓމްްސގެ ަސަރަޙއްދީ 

ޮއފްީސަތުކގެ ަދުއުރ ުފިރަހަމޮގުތަގިއ ައާދުކަރުމްނ ާދަކްނ ުއަފާލެއުކ 

ާފަހަގުކަރެމވެ.
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ައެރެމްނަނކީ ަސުރާކުރގެ ިޒްނާމާދުރ ަވޒާީފެއއް ައާދުކަރުމްނާދ 

ަބަޔކުީމެއވެ. ައަހެރެމްނަނކީ ިއްސާލމްދުީނގެ ަމިތވިެރ ިނުޢަމތް ިލިބަފިއ 

ިތިބ ަތަސއަްރފް ުފދަިފިއިތިބ ަބަޔކުީމެއވެ. ައަހެރެމްނަނކީ ުދިނެޔވީ 

ަތުޖިރާބ ިލިބ ޯރިފާލަފިއާވ ަބަޔކުީމެއވެ. ިމުހިރާހ ަކަމާކެއުކަގިއވްެސ 

ައަހެރެމްނގެ ެތޭރަގިއ ައަށަގެނަފިއާވ ުނަރނަގުޅ ިސަފަތުކްނ ަނުފުސ 

ަރއާްކެތިރުކުރުމގެ ާގިބުލަކްނ ައަހެރެމްނަންށ ިމަވނީ ުނިލިބަފެއވެ. 

ެއޮގުތްނ ިމ ިލުޔުމަގިއ ައަހެރްނ ަބާލާލނީ ަވޒާީފގެ ާމަހުއުލަގިއ ަހގަީގތް 

ުނަބަލިއ ާވަހަކ ެދއުްކުމގެ ުނަރނަގުޅ ިސަފަޔެށވެ.

މަީހުކ ަދއާްކތީ ިއވޭ ައޑަުތަކާށިއ ހާީވ ހުީވްނަތަކްށ ަތާބވެ، ެއިކ 

މުީހްނާނ ުގޅޮޭގުތްނ ަހގަީގާތ ިޚާލުފ ާވަހަކ ެދއުްކަމކީ ަވަރްށ ާޢްނުމ 

ަކެމކެވެ. ޭއގެ ަސަބުބްނ ާމަހުއުލ ަތަޣއަްޔުރވެ ެއަތއް ަމއަްސަލެއއް 

ފްެނަމިތާވަތްނ ޮކްނެމ ުދަވަހުކެހްނ ޯލަމިތްނ ފްެނަނުމްނެދެއވެ. ަނަމވްެސ 

ެއަފަދ ާވަހަކަތއް ފުެތުރުމގެ ުކިރްނ ެއާވަހަކ ިންސަބތާްވ މާީހަކިއިރްނ 

ެއަކްނ ޮއުޅްނިފުލަވްނ ުނަވަތ ަކުމގެ ަހގަީގތް ެބުލަމްށ ައަހެރެމްނ 

ިހަތަކްށވްެސ ާނަރެއވެ. 

ިމއީ ަތީބޢަީކަމަކްށވަެފިއ ެއަކުމްނ ަސާލަމތުްވަމްށ ިއްސާލމްދުީނަގިއވްެސ 

ަވަރްށޮބޑްަށ ާބުރ ައޅިައ ެއަކުމގެ ުނަބިއަކްނ ަބާޔްނޮކްށދަީފިއ 

ވަީނަމވްެސ ަވޒާީފގެ ާމަހުއުލަގިއ ިމ ުނަރނަގުޅ ިސަފ ައަށަގެނަފިއާވެލއް 

ޮބޑަުކުމްނ، ެއ ައޑަުތއް ިންސަބތާްވ މުީހްނ ާމޫޔްސވެ ަނފާްސނޮީގުތްނ 

އިވޭ އަޑުތަކުން ލިބޭ މާޔޫސްކަމުން 
އަރައިގަންނާނީ ކިހިނެތް؟

ައަސުރުކާރެނ ަކމީ ަޝއްކެއް ޮއތަްކެމއް ޫނެނވެ. ެއެހްނަކުމްނ ެއަފަދ 

ުނަރއަްކުލްނ ަސާލަމތުްވުމގެ ޮގުތްނ ަސާމުލަކްނ ެދިވާދެނ 4 ަކެމއް 

ާފަހަގޮކްށާލަނެމވެ.

1. ތިމާހުރީ ހައްގު މަގުގައިކަން ކަށަވަރުކުރުން:

ިތާމާއ ެބޭހޮގުތްނ މުީހްނ ަދއާްކ ުނަރނަގުޅ ާވަހަކަތާކެމުދ ުފްނޮކްށ 

ިވްސުނަމްށަފުހ، ަރނަގުޅުކަރްނޖޭެހ ެއއްވްެސ ަކެމއާްވަނަމ ެއަކްނ 

ަރނަގުޅ ުކާރެށވެ. ިތާމ ުހރީ ަހއުްގ ަމުގަގިއަކްނ ައަބުދވްެސ 

ަކަށަވުރުކާރެށވެ. 

2. އިވޭ އަޑުތަކާއި ފެންނަކަންކަމަށް ކެތްތެރިވުން:

ިމއީ ުބަންނ ަފޭސަހ ުކަރްނ ުއނަދގޫ ަކެމކެވެ. ަނަމވްެސ ިތާމޭއ 

ިކަޔިއގްެނ ޭބުރެތޭރަގިއ ަދއާްކ ާވަހަކަތަކްށ ީބުރ ަކްނަފތް ެދވޯޭތ 

ަބާލެށވެ. މުީހްނ ަދއާްކ ާވަހަތުކގެ ަސަބުބްނ ަބެއއް ަފަހުރ ިތާމައްށ 

ަބެއއް ުއނަދގޫ ާހަލތަްތއް ުކިރަމިތިވަޔްސ ެއަކުމަގިއ ކެތެްތިރަކާމެއުކ 

ިހތަްވުރުކާރެށވެ. ެއއީ ުދިނޭޔގެ ިއްނާސުފަކުމަގިއ ަގޫބުލުކާރެށވެ. 

ާމޮބޑްަށ ްސޓެްރްސވެ ާމޫޔްސާވަނަމ، ްސޓެްރްސ ެމޭނޖުްކުރުމގެ 

ެޓކިްނކަްތއް ޭބުންނުކާރެށވެ. ައދި ެއާޙަލުތްނ ައަރިއަގުތަމްށ ެހޮޔ 
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ިނަޔާތިއ ިއޚާްލްސެތިރަކާމެއުކ ަގަދައޅިައ ަމަސއަްކތުްކާރެށވެ. 

ިތާމައްށ ެއެހްނ މުީހްނ ޮކްނޓޯްރލް ުނުކެރވެޭނެއވެ. ަނަމވްެސ ިތާމައްށ 

ިތާމ ޮކްނޓޯްރލް ުކެރިވާދެނެއވެ. ިކަތްނެމ ަމަސއަްކެތއް ުކިރަޔްސ 

ެއމަީހުކ ަދއަްކްނ ޭބުންނާވ ާވަހަކެއއް ަދއާްކެނެއވެ. ައދި ުކަރްނ 

ޭބުންނާވ ަކެމއް ުކާރެނެއވެ. ަގޫބުލުކަރްނވީ ަހގަީގަތކީ މަީހުކ ޮކްނެމ 

ެއއްޗެއް ިކަޔްސ ައދި ޮކްނެމ ަކެމއް ުކިރަޔްސ ަހގަީގތް ަބަދުލުނާވެނ 

ަކެމވެ. ާމަނައކީ، ިތާމޭއ ިކަޔިއގްެނ ަދއާްކ ާވަހަކިއަގިއ ަހގަީގެތއް 

ެނތަްނަމ، ިކަތްނެމ ަވަރަކްށ ިކަތްނެމ ަބަޔުކ ެއާވަހަކ ެދއިްކަޔްސ 

ެއާވަހަކިއގެ ަހގަީގެތއް ޮއތަްކަމަކްށ ުނާވެނެއވެ.

3. އިވޭ އަޑުތަކަށް ރައްދު ނުދިނުން:

ިތާމޭއ ިކަޔިއގްެނ މަީހުކ ިކަތްނެމ ާވަހަކެއއް ެދއިްކަޔްސ ެއަކަމްށ 

ަރއުްދ ުނޭދެށވެ. ައދި ަބަދުލ ިހަފްނ ޫނޅެޭށވެ. ައދި ެއަބަޔުކ 

ާވަހަކެދއިްކ ަސަބުބ ޯހަދްނ ޫނޅެޭށވެ. ައދި ެއަކުމަގިއ ާޝިމުލާވ 

ަބަޔުކވްެސ ޯހަދްނ ޫނޅެޭށވެ. ަނަމވްެސ ެއއީ ާކުކަކްނ ެއނިގއްޖަެނަމ 

ެއމަީހަކްށ ިއޙިްތާރމުްކާރެށވެ. ިގަނަފަހަރްށ ެއާބަވުތގެ ާވަހަކ ަދއަްކނީ 

ެއމަީހަކްށވްެސ ަހގަީގތް ޭނގޭތީ ަކަމްށ ަގޫބުލުކާރެށވެ. ުނަރނަގުޅ 

ިސަފަތަކްށުވެރ ަރނަގުޅ ިސަފ ައަހެރެމްނ ޮކްނެމ މެީހއްގެ ިކަބިއަގިއވްެސ 

ިގަނާވެނ ަކަމްށ ަގޫބުލުކާރެށވެ. ެއމަީހާކ ެބޭހޮގުތްނ ެއެހްނ މުީހްނ 

ާގުތ ުނަރނަގުޅ ާވަހަކ ުނަދއާްކެށވެ. ައދި ިއުވުނ ައޑުގެ ާވަހަކވްެސ 

ުނަދއާްކެށވެ.

4. އަމިއްލަ ނަފްސު ތަރައްޤީކުރުން:

ިތާމ ިޒްނާމ ާވްނޖޭެހނީ ަހަމެއަކިނ ިތާމުކާރ ަޢަމުލަތަކްށަކްނ 

ަދެނ ެއެހްނމުީހްނގެ ަކްނަކަމްށ ިވްސަނިއ ާމޫޔްސުވަމްށ ަވުގުތ 

ޭބާކުރޮކްށުނަލިއ، ަނފުްސ ަތަރއްގޮީކްށ ަތުހޒުީބ ުކުރަމްށ ަވުގުތ 

ޭބުންނުކާރެށވެ. ެއޮގުތްނ ެއެހްނ މުީހްނަންށުވެރ ިޢލާްމިއ ުހަނުރގެ 

ޮގުތްނ ުކިރައަރިއ ދުިއަމްށ ަމަސއަްކތުްކާރެށވެ. ުހިރާހ ަކެމއަްގިއވްެސ 

ޮޕިޒިޓވް ެއިޓިޓުއޑް ެދއުްކުމގެ ާޤިބުލަކްނ ޯހާދެށވެ. 

ިއްސވެ ަބާޔްނުކެރުވުނ ަކްނަކްނ ެހޮޔ ިނަޔުތަގިއ ޮކްށިފަނަމ، ައަހެރްނ 

ެދކޮޭގުތަގިއ، ިތާމޭއ ިކަޔިއގްެނ މުީހްނ ަދއާްކ ާވަހަކަތުކގެ ަސަބުބްނ 

ިލޭބ ާމޫޔްސަކުމްނ ައަރިއަގެނިވާދެނެއވެ. ަހގަީގތް ުބެނދުިނުމގެ 

ޭބުނުމަގިއ ަވިކަވިކ މުީހްނާނ ުމަޢަމާލތުްކުރަމކީ ޭބާކުރ ަކެމކެވެ. 

މަީހުކ ާމޫޔްސާވ ާޒުތގެ ާވަހަކަތއް ެދއުްކުމގެ ުކިރްނ ަކުމގެ ަހގަީގތް 

ޯހުދަމކީ ެއާވަހަކ ަދއާްކ މެީހއްގެ ިޒްނާމެއއް ަކަމްށ ަބާލެށވެ. ެއަފަދ 

ަފާރތަްތަކްށ ަރއުްދ ޭދނީ ޭބާކުރ ަބްސަތއް ުދުލްނ ޭބުރޮކްށގްެނ 

ޫނެނވެ. ިއޚާްލްސެތިރަކާމިއ ެތުދވިެރަކާމެއުކ ިތާމާއ ަޙާވުލޮކްށަފިއާވ 

ަމްސޫއިލއަްޔުތ ުފިރަހަމައްށ ައާދޮކްށގްެނެނވެ.  

އަހަރެމެންނަކީ ދުނިޔެވީ ތަޖުރިބާ ލިބި ޯރފިލާފައިވާ ބަޔަކީމުއެވެ. 

މިހުރިހާ ކަމަކާއެކުގައިވެސް އަހަރެމެންގެ ތެރޭގައި އަށަގަނެފައިވާ 

ނުރަނގަޅު ސިފަތަކުން ނަފުސު ރައްކާތެރިކުރުމުގެ ގާބިލުކަން 

އަހަރެމެންނަށް މިވަނީ ނުލިބިފައެވެ.
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